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 The first thing that I will say to her will be the first thing that you will know 
while penetrate in these places wrapped in illuminated images: it will be taken by the 
silence. "I am not so much interested in the photo as to create ambience". We stay in 
silence because these images have remained silent. Really, without much ado, they are 
not sonorous, but they have become silent simultaneously that have reached the power 
to remain distant; it is not that they are mute, but their sounds-imagine it - do not come 
so far. It is by means of this creation of the silence, like these images, takes us away 
from them, being therefore, more than “impact” by the beauty, places and occasions for 
the inspection of the distant. Mayte Vieta set up her images in order we start 
contemplating what will never reach. It is significant that one of her most powerful 
works, “La sonrisa innumerable de las olas del mar” ("The innumerable smile of the 
waves of the sea"), from 1996, is exhibited accompanied by a bench contributed by the 
proper artist, to dilate this way the dedication of the look to the always distant sea. 
 
 Retaining us in the reflection, these images create (us) again: they create 
duration and distance, quietude and distance, time and world suggestion ("Animals of 
time ", 2003: birds in the quietude of other times of other worlds). Thoroughness and 
distancing. These photos face to its value of "snapshots"; they are antiphotographic 
photos (this is the best of these antiphotographic photos) because they do not give us the 
seen but they lead us to imagining the possible: that is why they are redressed in 
suggestions. And, that's why they produce imagination and do not limit themselves in 
providing us with scene already seen and reproduced with the technical care of the 
perfect appearance. They are no simple beautiful photos - that even might turn out to be 
like kitsch - because they set us to meditate, to lead to us to the imagining habitable 
worlds that we will never inhabit; these images are beautiful because they retain us - 
that's why it is necessary to contemplate them and not only to stop and look at them - 
before suggested worlds. They are beautiful because they make us to imagine. The 
fruitful thing of managing to make us imagine beyond the images, passing through them 
towards other worlds that it will be necessary to imagine. 
   
 These images have something of auxiliary: they save and serve. Like I sad, they 
save to take us far away giving us slow and lasting time; they serve because it is they 
who are representations. Vieta assumes the artistic risk of rehabilitating of the original 
sense of the “representation”; to be able to have what is not had (this is her illusion).  
Auxiliary images that wanted to be means and transits, occasions to penetrate into what 
they show and do not exhibit. They have of "modesty" in a measure of how much free 
they are of every fascinating spectacularism (and duty) and for being more poetical 
(creator) that visualists. And, her artistic power is in that, being nevertheless 
representations, they do not reproduce perceptions but they create worlds of others and 
with other times, habitable and never habitable: her artistic power consists in creating 
fiction and inaccessibility. That's why they are the opposite of the advertising-tourist 
images, capable of imposing on us the access to a world that never stops being next. 
Those of Mayte Vieta are worlds in the distance and not to the hand, to that to never 
being going and always possible. Do what the artist does to us: start looking alone and 
in silence, dedicate all the time of the world to imagine in the way, in the ruin, in the 
small house or in the cherry tree. Walk towards there ... and don’t wait to arrive.  


